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The Introduction:

A copywriting one-liner is a long phrase of persuasive words that can be inserted into almost any ad that will influence people to visit your web site and/or persuade them to buy your product. You can just add your own specific product information to the beginning, middle and/or end of them.

These copywriting one-liners are perfect if you're targeting regular consumers or business owners. They are tiny and adaptable enough to fit into any niche ad copy. Even if you just want to improve a small part of your ad like a headline, opening, bullet, closing, p.s., etc.

Each one-liner comes with a section of suggested content to add about your particular product, service or website. Most of the suggested content is in between the parenthesis of each copywriting one-liner.

Here are some examples and explanations of the suggested content:

(product name) - The name of your product. For example, Copywriting One-Liners is too good to be true.

(product type) - The category your product fits into. Some examples: ebooks, beds, cars, vacations, etc.

(product benefit) - The benefit(s) your product offers to the consumer. For example, lose 3 inches off your waist.

(no.) - The number that relates to your product. For example, you have 3 days to order. (or) You'll make $10 on every sale.

(type of person) - The name of a targeted single person. For example, a former detective taught me about this.

(types of people) - The name of a targeted group of people. For example, most business owners are dead wrong about this.

(subject) - The topic or niche that's related to your product. For example, this diet plan has nothing to do with starving yourself.

(person's name) - The real name of a person or famous person related to your product. For example, Larry Dotson even endorses my new course.

($) - The cost of your product or something related. For example, last year, I paid a personal trainer $100 to learn this but you won't pay anywhere near that.
(date) - The month, day and year of something related to your product. For example, this sale will end on July 15, 2008 if it's sold out or not.

(positive/negative situation) - The situation related to your product. For example, those business owners who ignore this SEO software will be out of business by 2009.

The best thing is that you can use these copywriting one-liners in all kinds of ads. You can easily insert these short but powerful copywriting one-liners into any sales letter, email or classified ad to help increase your clickthrough traffic and conversion rates. Or use them to write entirely new ads. The choice is yours.

The most important thing is to use these copywriting one-liners with an open mind. You can change, rewrite or edit the one-liners how you wish to fit your unique business or advertisement. They are small and versatile enough for you to easily add your own product information, benefits, features, proof and examples. Plus, you can rewrite them to add your own personality, thoughts or ideas.
The Copywriting One-Liners:

...people have offered me money to keep (product name, type or benefit) off the market...

...you have (no.) minutes before (product name, type or benefit) disappears forever...

...you have (no.) hours (no.) minutes (no.) seconds before (product name, type or benefit) is removed from this package...

...many of my customers have found undocumented 'uses' for (product name, type or benefit)...

...less than (no.)% of (types of people) actually use (product name, type or benefit) to their advantage...

...(product name, type or benefit) has never been revealed to the public until now...

...(types of people) won't even talk about (product name, type or benefit) around their friends or family...

...one top (type of person) is angry because I'm exposing (product name, type or benefit) to everyone...

...only (no.) in (no.) (types of people) knows about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(types of people) don't even talk about (product name, type or benefit) behind closed doors...

...this under the radar (product benefit) is actually for free on this sales letter, can you find it?...

...this is one of the only (product type or benefit) that will work for all (types of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is borderline immoral but very legal...

...I've never heard anyone talk about (product name, type or benefit) anywhere before...

...I don't even tell my wife/husband about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I don't even tell my personal, high end ($) clients about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(no.)% of (types of people) aren't using (product name, type or benefit) right now...

...not one (type of person) (except me and my recent customers) knows about (product name, type or benefit) yet...
...this (product name, type or benefit) crashed my web site, but that's a good thing because you know it works...

...(product name, type or benefit) has nothing to do with (subject)...

...no one else has ever taught (product benefit) ever...

...the feedback we've been getting from (product name, type or benefit) alone is overwhelming...

...Mr (code name or initials) first told me about (product name or benefit) but I'm only aloud to reveal his name to paid customers...

...most (types of people) are dead wrong about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I should make you sign a non-disclosure agreement just for (product benefit) alone...

...as seen on tv: yep, (product name, type or benefit) has been on some of your TV commercials and infomercials...

...I paid a top (type of person) ($) just to learn (product benefit) but you won't pay anywhere near that today...

...actually, you can find (product benefit) somewhere on this web page...

...not (no.) in one thousand (types of people) know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm already (product benefit) most weeks with (product name)...

...I don't think anyone in history has remotely tried (product benefit)...

...I struck a costly deal with another (types of person) to tell you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll get (product name, type or benefit) at a fraction of what I charge my high paying clients...

...I consider (product name, type or benefit) my #(no.) (subject) tool...

...(product name, type or benefit) was invented decades ago but it works even better today because of (subject)...

...this is one of the few sure fire (subject) strategies left in the world...

...I got this from another (type of person) but I'm not allowed to mention their name here...

...(product name, type or benefit) help me pay off my ($) (subject) debt I had years ago...
...(product name, type or benefit) possibly could be the last (subject) secret out there...

...just knowing about (product name) helped me (product benefit), now imagine owning it...

...I've had a bitter conversation with a (type of person) about releasing (product name or benefit)...

...(product name or benefit) was actually discovered by one of my family members...

...I'll give you some actual examples of how (product name or benefit) really works...

...shhhhh, I had to secretly eavesdrop on a (type of person) in order to learn about (product name or benefit)...

...(subject) history will be made with (product name or benefit)...

...(product name or benefit) was invented way before (subject)...

...(product name) is what I use when I need to (product benefit)...

...I learned about (product name or benefit) from watching (subject) movies...

...once I hit my targeted number of buyers, I'm taking (product name or benefit) off the market...

...not (no.) in (no.) (types of people) is aware of (product name or benefit)...

...(product name or benefit) is my No. 1 choice, overall...

...(product name or benefit) is like the "holy grail" of (product types)...

...law makers may make (product name or benefit) illegal some day, it's that lethal...

...I've seen a weaker version of (product name or benefit) in another (product type) selling for ($)...

...(partial product name) is so secret I can't even give you the full title of it yet...

...every body talks about (product name or benefit), but not about this version...

...(product name or benefit) is recommend by (famous person's name)...

...(product name or benefit) is like having your very own (subject)...

...(product name or benefit) has secretly helped (types of people) for years...

...from now on when someone asks me to help them (product benefit), I'll tell them to use (product name) first...
...if you've ever want to (product benefit), just try (product name or benefit)...

...(product name) - this product title may not stand for what you think...

...find out why I didn't give this (product type) an official title yet...

...(partial product name or benefit) - the omitted words may reveal too much right away...

...the full product name and sales letter will be revealed on (date) but you can order it earlier...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be only made available for the next (no.) days...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be removed on (date) and won't be released again till (date)...

...recently updated: (product name, type or benefit) was last updated on (date)...

...I'm staking my personal and professional reputation on (product name, type or benefit)...

...I removed (product name, type or benefit) awhile back but it's back by popular demand...

...(product name, type or benefit) has absolutely nothing to do with (subject) but has everything to do with (subject)...

...language advisory: you may read a few swear words about (product name, type or benefit)...

...ever wonder why (person's name) is so successful with (subject), '(product name, type or benefit) is why'...

...after numerous requests, I'm re-releasing (product name, type or benefit) with all new updates...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is so important I registered (no.) domain names for it...

...(product name, type or benefit) has a surprise bonus at the end of it, so don't overlook it...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone could be this year's "(famous product name)"

...my non-disclosure agreement finally expired on (product name, type or benefit), now I'll telling all...

...(famous person's name) highly recommends (product name, type or benefit)...

...I had to do some tough negotiating with another (type of person) to reveal (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...I had to pay another (type of person) a hefty bribe to reveal (product name, type or benefit) to you...
...I won a heated argument with another (type of person) so you could learn about (product name, type or benefit)... 

...so far, only (types of people) know about (product name, type or benefit) but I'm going to change that...

...a former (type of person) taught me about (product name, type or benefit), don't let their downfall fool you...

...don't be a (subject) casualty, learn this (tip, strategy, secret, etc)...

...few (types of people) are aware of (product name, type or benefit) existence...

...few (types of people) really understand (product name, type or benefit)...

...I don't care who you are, use (product name, type or benefit) today...

...this (product name, type or benefit) serves a very unique purpose...

...I really wish I could be more specific about (product name, type or benefit), but I can't here...

...they won't tell you about (product name, type or benefit) because they are afraid of the competition...

...I'll never tell you about (product name, type or benefit) here just in the member's area...

...many started experiencing (product name, type or benefit) last year, did you?...

...It doesn't get any simpler, nor more profound than using (product name, type or benefit)...

...this (product name, type or benefit) is more important than anything else you could learn to do...

...(product name, type or benefit) definitely will be worth (no.) minutes/seconds of ordering...

...warning: do not read this (sales letter, ad, e-mail, etc...) if you want to go to sleep tonight...

...I'm swearing you to secrecy about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I can't say too much about (product name, type or benefit) here, you need to see it for yourself...

...you'll have to pinch yourself over this (product name, type or benefit) because you'll think you're dreaming...

...notice: I will not take any blame if you sell your soul for this (product name, type or benefit)...
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...after reading this (sales letter, ad, e-mail, etc...), you'll feel like you're stealing from me...

...you'll be surprised because this (product name, type or benefit) is totally unexpected...

...It's so good, I'll bet you'll read it at least (no.) times...

...time limited: you must do this in the next (no.) days if you really want to succeed...

...if this (product name, type or benefit) was a restaurant it would be (no.) stars...

...if this (product name, type or benefit) was a restaurant it would franchised everywhere...

...if this (product name, type or benefit) was a movie it would be the number one selling for (no.) weeks straight...

...my wife/husband almost left me over (product name, type or benefit)...

...you won't believe what you'll witness after you experience (product name, type or benefit)...

...just wait till you see (product name, type or benefit)...

...the only thing I didn’t like about (product name, type or benefit) is it makes you feel a little guilty...

...I learn something new every time I read (product name or type)...

...I'm sure you'll print this (ad or digital info-product) out and keep it in your safe...

...I'm positive you'll print all these (tips, strategies, secrets, etc...) out but you'll highlight this one for sure...

...decide for yourself if (product name, type or benefit) should be censored...

...decide for yourself if (product name, type or benefit) should be banned...

...time out: you better prepare yourself for (product name, type or benefit)...

...this could be the most influential (product name, type or benefit) of 200?...

...you can't say I didn't warn you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...there's no worse feeling than having to say "I should have bought this (product name, type or benefit)"

...you might find this (product name, type or benefit) to be a bit questionable...
...I'll be blatantly clear (product name, type or benefit) could be considered highly unethical...

...If you don't know about (product name, type or benefit) already, you are making a huge mistake...

...I know newbies aren't (product benefit) yet, even most of the experts aren't either...

...even if you don't have (something usually required) you'll (product benefit)...

...this is so easy, even a (type of person) can do it...

...(product benefit) isn't hard, it's quite simply really...

...this (product name, type or benefit) will tell you what not to do...

...you better read this (info-product or ad) before you do anything else...

...(product name, type or benefit) literally works like grease lighting...

...I want you to analyze and study (product name or type) really hard...

...don't wait another minute, model this (tip, strategy, secret, etc) immediately...

...this (product name, type or benefit) translates into one word: (the persuasive related word)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so simple but yet so overlooked...

...(product name, type or benefit) will change the (subject) rules forever...

...you can rip off (product name, type or benefit) with my permission...

...(product name, type or benefit) works like clockwork even down to the second...

...(product name, type or benefit) is too good to be true...

...I still don't believe (product name, type or benefit) works even though it did right before my own eyes...

...the best part is only you'll know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you a killing without getting thrown in jail...

...you'll love every second of reading this (tip, strategy, secret, etc...)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is more powerful than owning the last piece of chocolate on earth...
...(product name, type or benefit) is at least worth a try, right?

...everyone thought I was dumb for (an action related to the product), now I'm their god...

...(product name, type or benefit) will instantly make you do complete somersaults (just move away from your computer/desk first)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your brain pop out of your skull...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really just a no-brainer...

...(types of people) won't think of this for years, unless they are already my customer...

...believe me, (product name, type or benefit) is critical, a life or death situation...

...you'll be just watching the ship go by if you don't know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you need to take the right precautions when trying (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll lose your shirt if you don't (product benefit) right...

...this (product name, type or benefit) could save you hundreds to thousands of dollars...

...many (types of people) shy away from (product name, type or benefit) one but they don't have too...

...most (types of people) would be afraid to use (product name, type or benefit), I'm not, are you?

...try (product name, type or benefit) right away, you love it...

...you'll be amazed at what you can accomplish with (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) could sell for ($) or more by it's self, but it's included...

...If don't know about (product name, type or benefit) you're just average at best...

...this (product name, type or benefit) could triple/double your (subject)...

...I hope your competitors don't find out about (product name, type or benefit) first...

...stop! don't implement this (product name, type or benefit) if you don't know what you're doing...

...please don't attempt (product benefit) unless you exactly understand it...

...this (product name, type or benefit) is old but most do it foolishly wrong...
...read this (tip, ad or info product) or else, consider yourself warned...

...try to figure (product benefit) out for a minute...

...think about (product benefit) one for a moment...

...you'd have to be insane not to learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you will likely know about (product name, type or benefit) before anyone else...

...you can do (product benefit) without spending a dime...

...this (product name, type or benefit) is quite shocking really...

...this (product name, type or benefit) is really sneaky, you may feel guilty afterwards...

...you'll be surprised because (product name, type or benefit) is not what you think...

...your old ways may become a thing of the past once you discover (product name, type or benefit)...

...if you want to be (product benefit), then you're going to love (product name or type)...

...this (product name, type or benefit) will cut your (subject) budget in half...

...you can use (product name, type or benefit) over and over again...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a little complicated but incredibly simple to implement...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone could buy you a new (luxury or expensive item)...

...(product name or type) will help you spend my time with your family...

...(product name, type or benefit) will help you do the (subject) you love...

...(product name, type or benefit) will work even if you're off enjoying a vacation...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone could pay off your (car, credit card, mortgage)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you a "why didn't I think of that" moment...

...once you put (product name, type or benefit) to work you won't be able to live without it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is ideal for those (types of people) that are lazy...

...do (product benefit) wrong and it could be the death of your (subject)...
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...try (product benefit) without knowing this and you'll mess up big time...

...don't even try (product benefit) unless you know this...

...(product name or type) will allow you to (product benefit) more, by doing less...

...(product name or type) is controversial but I want you to (product benefit) the way I did...

...you might be skeptical, but this (product name, type or benefit) really works...

...I've never shared (product name, type or benefit) with anyone until now...

...this will leave (types of people) scratching their heads...

...many (types of people) are secretly laughing at you for not knowing (product benefit)...

...don't (product benefit) and (your profession) will become irrelevant to the rest of the world...

...most (types of people) hope you never discover this (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really worth it's weight in gold...

...(product name, type or benefit) goes against most (types of people) beliefs...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you mad as hell if you didn't know it before...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a real eye poker...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a real jaw dropper...

...(product name, type or benefit) will thrill and excite you...

...(product name, type or benefit) will shock and awe you...

...(product name, type or benefit) threatens the laws of the universe...

...I'd be close to (negative situation) if I hadn't discovered (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is brand new for 200?...

...warning: this (product name, type or benefit) isn't for everyone...

...I wish someone taught me (product benefit) when I was starting out...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you a head start over your (type of person)...
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...ignore (product name, type or benefit) and it could spell disaster...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really easier than it sounds...

...once you learn about (product name, type or benefit), you'll be able laugh at other (type of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will help you leave your competition in the dust...

...many (people or professional title) are ignoring this golden rule...

...other (types of people) have no clues about (product name)...

...(types of people) possibly could give you everything you've ever wanted...

...buy (product name) now or else, could be my understatement of the year...

...you'll regret missing out on (product name, type or benefit)...

...this will make (people or professional title) shake in their boots...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your teeth chatter...

...(product name, type or benefit) will never be made public again...

...hurry, I'm thinking about retiring (product name, type or benefit) soon...

...(product name, type or benefit) will allow you to legally print money...

...I will strip (product name, type or benefit) down naked for you...

...(product name, type or benefit) is hotter than (a famous man's/woman's name)...

...even drug dealers have been known to use (product name, type or benefit)...

...if you miss (product name, type or benefit) it could cost you a fortune later...

...you ought to know (product name, type or benefit) before you take your (subject) any further...

...most (types of people) won't reveal (product benefit) at any price...

...please don't prejudge (product name, type or benefit) because of it's title...

...it's a (product name, type or benefit) like no other...
...buyer beware: (product name, type or benefit) may hurt your feelings...

...avoid doing (product benefit) wrong like the plague...

...you'll have to catch your breath after you see (product name, type or benefit)...

...you're going to enjoy hearing about (product type or benefit)...

...this is the (product type or benefit) hardly anyone has shared...

...(product type or benefit) works so good it's almost-sleazy...

...nobody has ever talked about (product type or benefit) till now...

...(product type or benefit) will allow you to gain the upper hand over anyone...

...apply (product name) and it will easily put you in the top (no.)% of any (subject)...

...you definitely need to know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you should put (product name, type or benefit) into your arsenal right away...

...it's hard to believe how powerful this one (product name, type or benefit) is...

...I promise that you've never been shown exactly how to (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is almost like cheating, it gives you an unfair advantage...

...(product benefit) alone is worth (no) times the price of this product...

...(product name, type or benefit) has never been sold before at any price...

...(product name, type or benefit) is not available anywhere else...

...very few people know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...know one has ever released (product name, type or benefit) before...

...this really is a remarkable (product name, type or benefit)...

...curious, you'll learn about (product name, type or benefit) very soon...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your head spin...

...(product name, type or benefit) will rock your world...
...(product name, type or benefit) works in your favor no matter what (subject) is doing...

...use (product name, type or benefit) as your secret weapon...

...it's just common sense to own (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will instantly put money in your pocket...

...(product name, type or benefit) will leave your head spinning with (subject)...

...(product benefit) is likely right under your nose...

...don't turn (types of people) off by doing this the wrong way...

...(product name, type or benefit) will guarantee you'll make moolah...

...(product name, type or benefit) will create rapport with (type of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be good news for a lot of people...

...I promise, (product name, type or benefit) is not what you think...

...I guarantee, you won't guess what (product name, type or benefit) is about...

...you'll go far with (product name, type or benefit)...

...confused about (product name, type or benefit)?, don't worry, you soon won't be...

...if you don't know about (product name, type or benefit), you're missing out...

...ahhhh, you don't know what you're missing from (product name, type or benefit)...

...after learning about (product name, type or benefit) you'll never be the same...

...it will take pure guts to use (product name, type or benefit)...

...extreme heat warning: this (product name, type or benefit) may be too hot for you to handle...

...you'll be explained this little-understood (product type or benefit)...

...you'll be fully exposed to this under the radar (product type or benefit)...

...after you (product benefit), you'll be laughing all the way to the bank, lol...

...are you lucky or what? this (product name, type or benefit) works like a charm...
...warning (product benefit) could be uncomfortable learning at first...

...do you really what to learn the truth about (product name, type or benefit)?...

...if you understand (product name, type or benefit) then you'll be rolling in green...

...clue: (product name, type or benefit) has nothing to do with (subject)...

...(product name or type) is new twist on an already lethal way to (product benefit)...

...do (product benefit) right away and you'll thank me later...

...ignore (product name, type or benefit) and you'll be left in the dust...

...get this (product name, type or benefit) wrong and you'll pay the price...

...you better follow my lead on (product name, type or benefit) or you'll fall flat on your face...

...this (product name, type or benefit) has everything to do with (subject)...

...relax, I'll explain (product name, type or benefit) to you unlike other (types of people)...

...I'm not sure if you can handle (product benefit) but I couldn't leave it out for an important reason...

...don't panic, (product name, type or benefit) is not illegal...

...you'll be kicking yourself for not (product benefit) sooner...

...you'll be beating yourself up for not thinking of (product name, type or benefit) before...

...it's not the same old crap most (types of people) teach...

...after mastering (product name, type or benefit) you'll be sitting on a goldmine...

...(product name, type or benefit) simply works like gangbusters...

...if you do (product benefit) correctly you'll be in rare company...

...(product name, type or benefit) will put you in the top (no.)% of all (types of people)...

...(product type or benefit) rule can't be broken...

...I'm one of the few that's fully qualified to tell you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will turn other people's trash into your treasure...
(product name, type or benefit) actually works like magic, ignore this at your own peril...

...forget about what you've been told before about (product type or benefit) and you'll dominate...

...be sure you (product benefit) or else...

...even (types of people) believe the hype about this (product name)...

...there are only certain times you should use (product name, type or benefit)...

...get sloppy with this (product name, type or benefit) and you won't compete at all...

...one of these days (product name, type or benefit) may save your life...

...not (no.) in (no.) (types of people) know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) has a powerful one/two punch...

...if you keep (product benefit) without (product name) you'll be running on fumes...

...don't (product benefit) right and (types of people) will eat you for lunch...

...(product name) works over and over, time after time...

...you'll be shocked you've never noticed (product name, or benefit) before...

...I have my own opinion about (product name or benefit)...

...I bet (no.) out of (no.) (types of people) still don't (product benefit)...

...without out this (product name, type or benefit) you'll be shooting blanks...

...only a handful of (types of people) have figured out (product benefit)...

...this (product name, type or benefit ) is very subtle, at least at the beginning...

...blame your failure on yourself if you elect not to know about ((product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will answer your #1 question...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really your missing link...

...most (types of people) are too chicken to do (product benefit)...

...you need to add (product name, type or benefit) a least once to your life...
...(product name, type or benefit) is a no-brainer...

...the payoff from (product benefit) alone is worth (no.) times this product...

...(product benefit) not as easy as it looks...

...warning: (types of people) may think you're crazy for doing this...

...miss this (product type or benefit) and you may have to get familiar with (negative situation)...

...pssst, once you learn (product benefit), don't tell anyone else about it...

...(product benefit) is just a small taste of what you'll get...

...just sit back and relax and watch (product name or type) do all the work...

...you don't want to miss (product name or type)...

...this (product type) is amazing...

...you won't believe this (product type or benefit)...

...I can't wait till you try (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is simply unbelievable...

...(product name, type or benefit) is just plain awesome...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really cool...

...you have to see (product name, type or benefit) to believe it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is just incredible...

...you better not miss (product name, type or benefit)...

...seeing (product name, type or benefit) is believing...

...all this (product type or benefit) can be yours...

...take advantage of (product name, type or benefit) now...

...don't miss out on (product name, type or benefit)...

...check it out (product name, type or benefit) for yourself...
...you be the judge of (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't believe me about (product name, type or benefit) believe it yourself...

...you owe it to yourself to learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I won't leave anything in the tank about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'll give you the whole scoop about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I was apprehensive about releasing (product name, type or benefit), but what the hell...

...use (product name, type or benefit) wisely or you'll be shark bait...

...you can't fail with (product name, type or benefit), it's as easy as snapping your fingers...

...you can set and forget (product name, type or benefit)...

...talk about passive (product benefit), it's no joke...

...I should have my head examined for telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...utilize (product name, type or benefit) and you'll get something for nothing...

...you'll soon see why (product name, type or benefit) is for real...

...have you heard the buzz about (product name, type or benefit) one yet?...

...sad to say, I don't see anyone (product benefit)...

...you'll not want to miss (product name, type or benefit)...

...this (product name, type or benefit) is so good I'll let you swipe it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is totally under the radar but it may have been in front of you (no.) times...

...you won't hear about (product name, type or benefit) from any other (types of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your investment make (no.) times over...

...(product name, type or benefit) is just plain over-the-top...

...I've been brutally criticized for releasing (product name, type or benefit)...
...your spouse will even be jealous over (product name, type or benefit)...

...I've even had spouses call me up and complain about selling (product name) to their significant others...

...your customer will love (product name, type or benefit), your competition will hate it...

...big mistake: most (types of people) don't even bother to (product benefit)...

...no, (product name, type or benefit) isn't a misprint...

...you'll see why there is such a strong buzz about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll see why (types of people) are raving about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will help you personally and professionally...

...I decoded (product benefit) for you just days ago...

...(product name, type or benefit) could even help you get a date...

...(product name, type or benefit) is highly controversial but deadly effective...

...(product name, type or benefit) is actually kind of fun to implement...

...master (product name, type or benefit) and you'll never have to worry about bills again...

...(product name, type or benefit) staring at you and you don't even know it...

...once you find out about (product name, type or benefit) you'll be able to move mountains...

...you've probably never noticed (types of people) using (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will start working the second you implement it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a little silly but works like crazy...

...even (types of people) use (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't underestimate this killer (product name, type or benefit)...

...no matter what anyone else says, do (product benefit) my way...

...I'll show you my favorite way to (product benefit)...

...I’m going to do something that I’ve never done before, reveal (product name) to the world...
...warning: (product name) may take a little work on your part - a whole (no.) min/sec...

...(product name, type or benefit) is as easy as 1,2,3...

...(product name, type or benefit) is as simple as A, B, C,...

...there is nothing out there like (product name)...

...(product name, type or benefit) has never been released anywhere before...

...you won't find (product name, type or benefit) anywhere...

...(product name, type or benefit) will have you jumping with excitement...

...(product name, type or benefit) is likely one of those guilty pleasures you can't stay away from...

...after using (product name), you won't be able to keep yourself from smiling...

...you won't be able to keep your eyes off (product name or type)...

...you'll have to read this one again to believe (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will hit your (types of people) where it counts...

...warning: if you indulge in (product name, type or benefit), you may never be the same again...

...even if you are psychic, you won't be able to guess what (product name) is about...

...aim your focus on this (product name, type or benefit) and you'll hit a sweet pot...

...just don't let other (types of people) catch you doing (product benefit)...

...integrate (product name) into your life and you'll become a (subject) magnet...

...this is hands down one of the best (product name or type) I offer...

...use (product name or type) carefully, you won't believe how well it works...

...just imagine the power of this (product benefit) alone...

...I bet no one has explained (product name, type or benefit) to you before, like this...

...I have a hunch that you've never seen (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is better than "foreplay"...
...(product name, type or benefit) is dirtier than collecting trash for a living...

...no (product name), is not about (a unusual subject)...

...this seldom-used (product name, type or benefit) will keep you from making a big mistake...

...this little-discussed (product name, type or benefit) works every time without fail...

...leave one important element of (product name, type or benefit) out and you'll fail...

...master (product name, type or benefit) and you'll be good as gold...

...harness the power of (product name, type or benefit) and you'll smoke (types of people)...

...you'll fall flat on your face unless you have (product name or type) in place...

...I'll expose the myth about (product name, type or benefit)...

...get (product name, type or benefit) down and it will be smooth sailing...

...you can't go wrong with (product name, type or benefit)...

...most (types of people) are guilty of not (product benefit)...

...no one’s probably ever told you about (product name, type or benefit) before...

...you can plug (product name, type or benefit) into your (subject) immediately...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make them think you are weak when you're strong...

...(types of people) won't even see this (product name, type or benefit) coming...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really powerful but just don’t overuse it...

...don’t laugh at (product name, type or benefit) it works like crazy...

...I'll spill this beans about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I know you are dying to know how other (types of people) (product benefit)...

...nail (product benefit) and you'll stand out in a crowd...

...you will be rewarded repeatedly for using (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will blow the doors off (subject)...
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...you'll be able to stand head and shoulders with (types of people)...

...sky is the limit knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) has everything to do with (subject)...

...never underestimate the effectiveness of (product name, type or benefit) again...

...you can't afford to miss (product name, type or benefit)...

...you can't afford not to know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't make the same mistake I did about (product benefit)...

...you can't blame (types of people) for not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you've got to try this (product name, type or benefit) for yourself...

...(product name, type or benefit) works faster than a speeding locomotive...

...(product name, type or benefit) will change the way you (subject) forever...

...you have to go full throttle with (product name, type or benefit) or you'll screw it up...

...believe me, I really have should kept (product name, type or benefit) for myself...

...trust me, I really didn't want to reveal (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...don't let (types of people) find out about (product name, type or benefit) first...

...If (types of people) finds out about (product name, type or benefit) first, you'll be to late...

...you won't believe (product name, type or benefit) till you see it work...

...(product name, type or benefit) will send shivers down your spine...

...I give (product name, type or benefit) two thumbs and big toes up...

...If you snooze you loose out on (product name, type or benefit)...

...you really need to be responsible here because you'll become addicted to (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is priceless...
...(product name, type or benefit) alone is invaluable...
...(product name, type or benefit) will only make slight improvement but have a major impact...
...(product name, type or benefit) will have (types of people) eating out of your hand...
...(product name, type or benefit) is powerful but no one seems to talk about it...
...It's taken years for me to perfect (product benefit) but you can have it in minutes...
...(product name, type or benefit) alone separates the newbies from the experts...
...(product name, type or benefit) will transform you from amateur to pro...
...I used to guard (product name, type or benefit) better than (something secure/safe)...
...(product name, type or benefit) works like a charm...
...with (product name or type) you could (product benefit) with your eyes closed...
...(product name, type or benefit) will break the sacred rules of (subject)...
...(product name, type or benefit) is better than winning the lottery...
...I've got (product benefit) down to a science and so will you...
...without (product name, type or benefit) you may as well (negative situation)...
...(product name, type or benefit) works without your (types of people) even noticing it...
...chances are, you are making a fatal mistake by not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) will just give your (subject) a simple but powerful tweak...
...most (types of people) don't know what (product name, type or benefit) is about...
...many (types of people) don't use this one, they're making a big mistake...
...make (subject) all it can be with (product name, type or benefit)...
...get (product benefit) right and it will pay off big time...
...avoid (product name, type or benefit) and you'll be shooting yourself in the foot...
...get (product name, type or benefit) wrong and you’ll be committing (subject) suicide...
...please keep this secret (product name, type or benefit) hid away from your (types of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) was (types of people) secret weapon until now...

...I'll support you with (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is just plain ridiculous but it works...

...remember to keep breathing as you read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...please sit down if you read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...take a deep breath before your read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be a lot to take in but well worth the effort...

...get (product name, type or benefit) down and you'll be cruising easy...

...nothing is left out of (product name, type or benefit)...

...If you don’t know about (product name, type or benefit) you can't even sell candy to kids...

...chances are you've (product benefit) and didn't even know it...

...(product name, type or benefit) will translate into success for you...

...I'm even a sucker for (product name, type or benefit) and I know what it is...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so good that it will make you want to buy it twice...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like selling cold lemonade on a hot summer day...

...all (types of people) have been known to (product benefit)...

...most (types of people) think (product name, type or benefit) is stupid but the top (types of people) know better...

...If you're lacking (product name, type or benefit) you're lacking (subject), aren't you?

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is responsible for creating tons of (subject)...

...make a mistake with (product benefit) and you’ll be a goner...

...(product name, type or benefit) can really make a big difference in (subject)...

---
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...no one's ever shared (product name, type or benefit) until now...

...(product name, type or benefit) takes less than (no.) minutes/seconds to complete...

...(product benefit) has huge potential if done properly...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like giving away cold water in a desert...

...(product name, type or benefit) is pretty deep stuff you need to suck up...

...If you're going to become (type of person) you need to know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...If you don't (product benefit), you'll fail in a split second...

...only (no.)% of (types of people) know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(types of people) don't want you to know about (product name, type or benefit) or they'll (negative effect)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is not what you think...

...not knowing about (product name, type or benefit) could cost you a lot of money...

...(product name, type or benefit) is very aggressive but can be harnessed and controlled...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is worth a buried treasure chest...

...(product name, type or benefit) will really surprise you...

...after using (product name, type or benefit) you better get ready for a gold rush...

...please don't share (product name, type or benefit) with anyone...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you trouble sleeping tonight...

...no, (product name, type or benefit) isn't a joke...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a diamond in the rough...

...(product name, type or benefit) is just a plain money-maker...

...(product name, type or benefit) was almost too powerful to disclose...

...few know about (product name, type or benefit) but you will...
...few people use (product name, type or benefit)...

...I can only imagine, what you could do if you knew about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is extremely critical to your success...

...(product name, type or benefit) is better than real estate, stocks, etc...

...just wait till you see how well (product name, type or benefit) works...

...(types of people) won't be able to recover from (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is like investing in (a valuable stock today) when it first came out...

...warning: This (product name, type or benefit) is a doozy...

...be careful how you use (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product benefit) is easy when you know how to do it right...

...please never share (product name, type or benefit) with any inexperienced outsiders...

...(product name, type or benefit) may be the missing ingredient to your success...

...(product name, type or benefit) is totally idiot proof...

...I've seen (product name, type or benefit) work and I'm telling all about it...

...you're simply wasting your time not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I wonder if (product name, type or benefit) should even be legal...

...I'm surrendering and giving you the goods on (product name, type or benefit)...

...you must not ignore (product name, type or benefit), don't say I told you so...

...avoid not knowing about (product name, type or benefit) at all costs...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be a critical piece of your puzzle...

...why would anyone try (product benefit) blindfolded...

...no more guessing about (product name, type or benefit) anymore...

...you need to practice (product benefit) everyday...
...(product name, type or benefit) perfect if you're on a tight budget...

...once you have (product name, type or benefit) down, you'll easily put food on the table...

...yes, (product name, type or benefit) is 100% legal...

...(product name, type or benefit) will turn bad into good...

...(product name, type or benefit) will turn sad into happy...

...don't even think about (product benefit) without (product name or type)...

...don't embarrass yourself for not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...fail to (product benefit) and you'll bomb...

...just customize (product name, type or benefit) and it's ready to go...

...just fill in the blanks and (product name, type or benefit) is ready to roll...

...planning ahead will make (product benefit) easier on you...

...(product name, type or benefit) as easy as cake unless you like pie better...

...(product name, type or benefit) should be required by (subject) law...

...comply with (product name, type or benefit) or your (subject) will die without it...

...you risk being shut down/out if you don't (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is going to blow your mind...

...there's virtually zero competition using (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be your secret (subject) weapon...

...ignore (product name, type or benefit) and you'll do so at your own risk...

...blow (product benefit) and you'll be doomed before you even start...

...(product name or type) works with any (subject)...

...ignore (product name, type or benefit) at your own peril...

...(product name or type) is old but in mint condition...
...If you only knew, (product name, type or benefit) is just too irresistible to pass up...

...get (product name, type or benefit) wrong and you'll lose for sure...

...warning! (product name, type or benefit) is for lazy (types of people) only...

...I promise (product name, type or benefit) will not disappoint you...

...you really need to consider (product name, type or benefit)...

...you don't need (subject(s) to (product benefit)

...always (product benefit) before you (subject)...

...you won't believe your eyes when you see (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name) so different from every other (product type) out there...

...(product name, type or benefit) an absolute must for any (subject/types of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will work no matter what your (subject)...

...use (product name, type or benefit) to your advantage...

...without (product name, type or benefit), you could get into big trouble...

...If you miss out on (product name, type or benefit) you're are finished...

...(product name, type or benefit) will save you a lot of frustration...

...do you (product benefit) yet? You better start...

...If you don’t (product benefit), you could be (negative situation)...

...don't violate the cardinal rule of (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is very effective but subtle in nature...

...It's almost impossible to be successful without (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is totally underground but I'm digging it up for you...

...I would have never guessed how much (product name, type or benefit) has helped (subject)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is often disregarded but a no brainer...
...(product name, type or benefit) alone is just the tip of the iceberg...

...you'll be happy the rest of the day knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you better watch out for (product name, type or benefit) from (types of people) in the near future...

...I'll hand you (product benefit) on a silver platter...

...I'll give (product name, type or benefit) with a cherry on top...

...(product name, type or benefit) could be the greatest (subject) in the world...

...(product name) is the only (product type) you'll need to become (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you long term success...

...don't let (product name, type or benefit) scare you, it works...

...I'd make love to (product name, type or benefit) if it was humanly possible...

...now the big question, will you (product benefit)?...

...(product name, type or benefit) is not the answer for everyone, learn why...

...you'll be kissing your computer screen after reading about (product name, type or benefit)...

...ok, see if you can guess where (product name, type or benefit) came from, it's not where you think...

...I'd rather eat slimy and crunchy ugly bugs then go without (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'd rather have needles shoved under my finger nails than go without (product name, type or benefit)...

...you need (product name, type or benefit) even if you are already (positive situation)...

...(product name, type or benefit) alone could set you up for life...

...If you're guessing what (product name) is about you're not even close...

...I really want to share this juicy (product type) with you because I can't hold it in anymore...

...(no.) years from now you'll still see (product name, type or benefit) is still being used...
...(product name, type or benefit) is just plain thinking outside the box...

...warning: this (product name, type or benefit) may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice...

...if you want (product name, type or benefit), get it now...

...knowing about (product name, type or benefit) is like getting an instant (subject)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like getting your (subject) wish granted (no.) times...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like experiencing a mini-miracle...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you military, laser guided like (subject) precision...

...(product name) would be dangerous if it fell into the wrong hands...

...(product name, type or benefit) is one of many gems from my own tool chest...

...(product name, type or benefit) is guaranteed to make you all hot and bothered...

...(product name, type or benefit) is definitely a long forgotten, lost art by most (types of people)...

...(types of people) don't even know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...it's simple, study this (product name, type or benefit) like a hawk...

...if you are a sensitive person don't read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) works even if you're a (subject) virgin...

...warning: you'll be considered armed and dangerous with (product name, type or benefit)...

...no one will dare compete with you after you learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't be a victim of your own procrastination, get (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't be a causality of your own hesitation, get (product name, type or benefit)

...trust me, (product name, type or benefit) is not for everyone...

...(product name, type or benefit) costs little but has high returns...

...this simple (product benefit) adjustment might be all you need...

...I'll tell you the whole story about (product name, type or benefit) after you buy...
...it's so secret that I can't reveal the title of the (product type or benefit) here...

...(product name, type or benefit) has turned guessing into a science...

...(product name, type or benefit) could banish your (negative situation)...

...personally, I'll let you in on one of my top (product benefit)...

...I wouldn't sell (product name, type or benefit) for any amount, but this package just wouldn't seem complete without...

...once you (product benefit) with (product name or type), please e-mail me your success story...

...you can bet the farm on (product name, type or benefit)...

...yuck, (product name, type or benefit) sounds awful but works like wildfire...

...I learned about (product name, type or benefit) by studying (subject or types of people)...

...originally I wanted to call this product (title), but (product name) sounded more laid back...

...(product name, type or benefit) will finally get (types of people) to break their code of silence...

...there are so many reasons to learn about (product name, type or benefit), I don't have enough room to list them all here...

...don't let (product name, type or benefit) fall into the wrong hands like (types of people)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make (subject or product niche) history...

...(product price) is a small price to pay for such a high return...

...right now is the opportune time to learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...tons of (types of people) are getting (product benefit) all wrong...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like having a license to steal (subject)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will put a huge dent in your (subject) tasks...

...(product name, type or benefit) isn't hype, it's the whole truth...

...hardly anyone knows (product name, type or benefit) even exists...

...(product name, type or benefit) is not extinct like they'd like you to think...
...you'll definitely need (product name, type or benefit) to succeed...

...you can accomplish (product benefit) in under a (time measurement)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is an amazing shortcut that most don't use...

...you’ll need to know about (product name) if you want to (product benefit)...

...you may be clueless about (subject) but not after you own (product name)...

...If you don’t buy (product name), you could be loosing out big time...

...(product name, type or benefit) worked for me and it will work for you too...

...once you learn about (product name, type or benefit) it will open up a floodgate of opportunity...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a little tricky but costs little to accomplish...

...don't overlook (product name) because of the name...

...(product name, type or benefit) is strange but true...

...(product name, type or benefit) is your clear road map to (subject) freedom and beyond...

...you better jump all over (product name, type or benefit) before it's too late...

...owning (product name) will feel like you're cheating but really you're just being smart...

...don't worry (product name, type or benefit) is definitely not going to waste your time...

...(product name, type or benefit) is as easy as sitting back and pushing a button...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you more (subject) than you can handle...

...(product name, type or benefit) could be the difference between pleasure and pain...

...you'll surely discover pure gold with (product name)...

...most (types of people) never think about using (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll definitely sink your teeth into (product name, type or benefit)...

...(types of people) will love you for (product benefit)...

...many (types of people) won't even attempt to (product name, type or benefit), it's their loss...
...(product name, type or benefit) is like stepping on a land mine of (positive subject)...

...you'll just throw your money away if you don't (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) has withstood the test of time...

...(product name, type or benefit) will separate you from everyone else...

...warning: you must agree to use (product name) for legal purposes only...

...(product name, type or benefit) works even if you screw everything else up...

...I wish someone had taught me (product benefit) a long time ago...

...all you need for (subject) to work is (product name, type or benefit)...

...no one else has ever exposed (product name, type or benefit) any time, anywhere, anyplace...

...(product name, type or benefit) one goes way beyond (subject)...

...(product benefit) is where many (types of people) go wrong...

...beware, once you start (product name, type or benefit), you won't be able to stop it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is for moral and ethical people only...

...(product benefit) alone is worth (no.) x's what you'll pay for the whole product...

...I can hardly wait to share (product name, type or benefit) with you...

...I personally brainstormed (product name, type or benefit) and it works like crazy...

...I've used (product name, type or benefit) for years without fail...

...(types of people) tried their best to quiet (product name, type or benefit) from you...

...even (authority types of people) use (product name, type or benefit)...

...most (types of people) are tight-lipped about revealing (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...(types of people) have locked their lips and threw away the key about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you could be losing (no.)% of your income by not (product benefit)...
...you could have been losing money by not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...by you knowing (product name, type or benefit) you will make many (types of people) very nervous...

...by making this fast purchase of (product name, type or benefit), it will quickly reverse your fate...

...you are insane not to own (product name, type or benefit)...

...warning (product name, type or benefit) is brutal and intense but very rewarding...

...savvy (types of people) laugh at you when they use (product name) and you don't...

...many big time (types of people) use (product name) including me and now so can you...

...many (types of people) would like me to keep (product name, type or benefit) behind the scenes...

...(product name, type or benefit) is totally new, raw, uncut and uncensored...

...if you have a weak stomach you may not be ready for (product name, type or benefit)...

...this is literally a "do or die" type of (product type)...

...get (product benefit) wrong and you'll suffer tremendously...

...caution: never disclose (product name, type or benefit) to (types of people) but it's your call...

...I used to keep (product name, type or benefit) silent but not anymore...

...I almost deleted (product benefit) but I would feel guilty if I didn't tell you this...

...I've fallen for (product name, type or benefit) a few times even though I already knew about it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is mandatory... period...end of story...

...I know many (types of people) who use (product name, type or benefit) foolishly...

...I know many (types of people) that take (product name, type or benefit) for granted...don't do it...

...(product name, type or benefit) used to be just a rumor but that's what the (types of people) wanted you to think...

...if you are not careful with (product name, type or benefit), it could hurt you...

...warning extremely flammable: (product name) is that unstable but very lethal...
...(product name, type or benefit) is very addictive but don't abuse it...

...use (product name) sparingly or else...

...(product name, type or benefit) will change the entire way you look at (subject) forever...

...don't cross this fine line with (product name) or you'll get tripped up......

...talk about a great way to (product benefit)...

...even if (product name, type or benefit) doesn't work for you, you'll still benefit...

...you might believe (product name, type or benefit) was sent from heaven, just worship it...

...(product name, type or benefit) works like magic...

...I wonder why nobody else is (product benefit)?...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you a high without drugs...

...if you don’t know about (product name, type or benefit), you can simply forget about (product benefit)...

...you discovered (product name, type or benefit) just at the right time...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so good people will still be using it (no.) years/decades/centuries from now...

...the (types of people) are lying to you about (product name, type or benefit), I'll tell you why...

...there's no reason I can think of why (product name, type or benefit) won't work for you...

...I've been secretly (product benefit) for years with (product name)...

...warning (product name, type or benefit) is for fast movers and those who want quick results...

...you really need to beat (types of people) to the punch by learning about (product name, type or benefit)...

...hurry (product name, type or benefit) will be only available for (time period), then I will remove it...

...you owe yourself some happiness so at least try (product name, type or benefit)...

...please send me your success story after you try (product name, type or benefit)...
...boy, was I stupid for not using (product name, type or benefit) sooner...

...I'm on my knees begging you to try (product name, type or benefit)...

...can you do me a favor, just try (product name, type or benefit)...

...(types of people) are not born they are made with this secret (product type)...

...this will change the way you think about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm going to tell you about (product name, type or benefit) straight up and stick it in your face...

...once you try (product name, type or benefit) you'll never go back...

...now you can benefit from (product name, type or benefit) and one of my flaws/mistakes...

...(product name, type or benefit) is causing shock waves among the (types of people or subject) community...

...I've spent (no.) (years/months) perfecting (product name, type or benefit) to pinhead precision...

...no one in the history of civilization has ever tried (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is more spooky and frightening than (a scary movie)...

...(product name, type or benefit) would be a pleasant change for you...

...I've only revealed (product name, type or benefit) to a few people before...

...you would have never thought of (product name, type or benefit) on your own...

...I bet you can't guess about this one...(Hint: (product benefit))...

...never before has such a (product type or benefit) ever been released...

...here is a brand new (product name, type or benefit) I'm using...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you armed and dangerous...

...I will try my best to help you with (product name, type or benefit)...

...what is (product name, type or benefit) about?..(hint: everyone is talking about it)...

...(product benefit) alone should be sold as a stand alone product...

...hardly anyone does (product benefit) right...
...if you answered "Yes," (product name, type or benefit) is just for you...

...it was so confidential that no one was ever supposed to see (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll probably want to keep (product name, type or benefit) hush-hush (aka: quiet)...

...you really need to have your s*** together to use (product name, type or benefit)...

...do you realize what (product name, type or benefit) really means?...

...you'll earn your money back quickly by (product benefit)...

...you'll only have to use (product name, type or benefit) once and it will work forever on autopilot...

...if you purchase (product name, type or benefit) separately it would cost you more...

...if (product name, type or benefit) was by itself, it would be worth more than (no.) (product type)...

...try (product name) and you'll never be the same...

...talk about a shoot to kill, take no prisoners (product type)...

...you'll earn your money back the first time you use (product name, type or benefit)...

...the (subject) industry using (product name, type or benefit) already...

...there's no foreplay with this one, just straight (product benefit)...

...I'm going to force feed you (product name, type or benefit) for your own good...

...you may be afraid to even use (product name, type or benefit)...

...drink (product name or type) and it will burn, it's that strong...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so powerful it should be regulated...

...most (types of people) are clueless about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll laugh out loud at (types of people) after using (product name or type)...

...(product name, type or benefit) isn't for the faint of heart...

...(product name, type or benefit) isn't for the shy or timid...
...you would be smart to try (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm already (major product benefit) so I don't need to keep (product name, type or benefit) a secret anymore...

...(product name, type or benefit) is deadlier than a cat in a cage full of mice...

...warning (product name, type or benefit) is 150% proof, meaning it's just plain intoxicating...

...(product name, type or benefit) should be clearly marked 'Classified'...

...(product name, type or benefit) should be plainly labeled 'Top Secret'...

...I've never wrote about this little (product type or benefit) gem before...

...If you're lazy, you'll love (product name, type or benefit)...

...If you want to be a major player fast, start with (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) can give you everything you secretly crave...

...if the wrong (types of people) uses (product name) it could become illegal...

...(types of people) is going to hate you even more when you own (product name)...

...not trying (product name, type or benefit) could result in serious consequences...

...you could be dealing with a ticking time bomb if you don't use (product name or type)...

...this may come back to haunt you if you use (product name or benefit) wrong...

...(product name, type or benefit) could possibly be the best kept secret on the Internet/in the world/etc...

...(product name) creates maximum (product benefit) in minimum (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow...

...(types of people) fight, brawl and wrestle to keep (product name, type or benefit) a secret...

...you'll learn (product benefit) for the first time ever...

...I may have committed a (subject) sin by releasing (product name, type or benefit)...

...even you could take advantage of (product name, type or benefit) right away...
...I had to bribe a (type of person) a pretty penny to expose (product name, type or benefit) to the public...

...I feel a little anxiety just telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I feel a little nervous just mentioning (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't take (product name, type or benefit) too lightly or you'll be in the dark...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a knock out, talk about a one-two punch combination...

...I used to keep (product name, type or benefit) in the closet but for your sake I finally beat my addiction...

...(product name, type or benefit) may create some panic in the (subject) community...

...(product name, type or benefit) will soon become second nature to you...

...(product benefit) alone is worth the entire cost of (product name or type)...

...you could (product benefit) in your sleep...

...the best part of (product name) is (product benefit)...

...I was crazy and hesitant to share (product name, type or benefit) with you...

...many (types of people) have already mastered (product benefit), will you too?...

...(product name, type or benefit) will amaze, surprise, and shock you...

...(product name, type or benefit) will change your future in (no.) (a time measurement)...

...(product name or benefit) may be the last (product type) you'll ever need...

...you've just hit the jackpot with (product name) now you just have to cash it in...

...(product name, type or benefit) will have you at a loss for words...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so hot it may set off your smoke alarm...

...everyone tries to skip (product benefit) but it's crucial...

...many (types of people) have secretly harbored (product name, type or benefit) for years...

...I know you can't pass up (product name, type or benefit)...
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...you'll laugh at yourself for not knowing about (product name, type or benefit) sooner...

...I just discovered (product name, type or benefit) the other day...

...I'll refund your purchase if you give me one good reason why (product name, type or benefit) won't work...

...hurry, use (product name, type or benefit) before it gets banned...

...after trying (product name, type or benefit), you'll jump so high you'll be able to slam dunk...

...promise me you'll be careful using (product name, type or benefit)...

...please use great caution when experimenting with (product name, type or benefit)...

...after you try (product name, type or benefit), people will wonder what's gotten into you...

...people might straight jacket you after you try (product name, type or benefit)...

...after you see (product name, type or benefit) you won't be able to say no to anything I offer in the future...

...your (types of people) won't be able to say "no" to (product name, type or benefit)...

...I double dare you to try (product name, type or benefit)...

...I won't give you access to (subject) if you don't at least try (product name, type or benefit)...

...with (product name) you'll finally be able to defend yourself from (types of people)...

...avoid not missing out on (product name, type or benefit) like the plague...

...you might hate yourself after using (product name) but (types of people) will hate you more...

...I'm going to tell you about (product name, type or benefit) even though I've been warned not to...

...f---- the (types of people), I'll tell you about (product name) anyway...

...(product name, type or benefit) is as easy as turning on a light...

...if you can change a light bulb you can (product benefit)...

...you'll be a pro the first time you use (product name or type)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will get your motor running in no time...
(product name, type or benefit) was personally hand picked by me, just for you...

even if everyone and their brother tried (product name, type or benefit) it still would be effective...

I should have patented (product name, type or benefit)...

I used to be ashamed to tell others I used (product name or type) and now they are jealous...

at the least use (product name, type or benefit) above all others...

(types of people) may notice a positive change in your mood after you use (product name, type or benefit)...

(product name, type or benefit) alone paid for my (subject)...

dead (types of people) would roll over in their graves if they knew I told you about (product name, type or benefit)...

you won't be able to stop fantasizing about (product name, type or benefit)...

you won't be able to get (product name, type or benefit) out of your head...

you won't be able to stop dreaming about (product name, type or benefit)...

you won't be able to fall asleep tonight after seeing (product name, type or benefit)...

please don't leak (product name, type or benefit) out to the general public it could create a riot...

you'll look back on (product name, type or benefit) and hand pick it as your #1 (subject)...

(product name, type or benefit) should have a holiday named after it...

you'll red-face yourself if other (types of people) find out your not using (product name)...

really man, you've gotta see (product name, type or benefit)...

(product name, type or benefit) is really one of my favorites...

I would put (product name) in my top (no.) (product type) list...

(product name, type or benefit) is great for beginners...

I’ve used (product name, type or benefit) over and over again...
...I’ll take you by the hand and walk you through (product name, type or benefit), step by step...

...(product name, type or benefit) may be pulled at anytime without warning...

...(product name, type or benefit) may not be here if you come back another day...

...(product name, type or benefit) is on a first come, first serve basis...

...learning about (product name, type or benefit) is like getting a PhD in (subject)...

...ya, (product name, type or benefit) works beyond a shadow of a doubt...

...(product name, type or benefit) has taken the (subject) world by storm...

...you probably haven't heard the full story about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really hot right now...

...(product name, type or benefit) will bang your head more than a rock star...

...just give me (no.) minutes to prove (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...I wonder if you'll do as good as I did with (product name, type or benefit)?

...(product name, type or benefit) will be your wake up call and reality check...

...imagine how much you'll benefit by copying me using (product name, type or benefit)...

...please, suspend you disbelief for a minute and just try (product name, type or benefit)...

...there is small catch with (product name), I'll tell you about it later...

...I've (product benefit) myself for years now, you should start...

...you can give (product name) your own title after you try it for yourself...

...If your creator was a (type of person), you would have been born with (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is my gift to you, but don't abusive it...

...I use (product name, type or benefit) everyday because it's so addictive...

...every serious (type of person) I know uses (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is the little thing you're missing that keeps holding you back...
...promise me, you won't make a half effort trying (product name, type or benefit)...

...you're just minutes away from (product name, type or benefit) and this is your one big shot...

...(product name, type or benefit) will unleash hell on your (types of people)...

...I'd like to see how far you'll go without knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'll never forget the special feeling I had the first time I used (product name)...

...note: (product name, type or benefit) may startle you, don't use it alone...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you angry but just because you didn't know it before...

...I've been told to turn this (product benefit) alone into a separate product...

...I'll likely loose a few (subject) partners because I'm telling you about (product name, type or benefit), oh well...

...(product name, type or benefit) is all natural with no artificial (subject) or (subject)...

...(product name) is the (product type or benefit) you have been really waiting for...

...I urge you not to think too much before you take this huge leap and try (product name)...

...(product name, type or benefit) may not be for you... It's only for (types of people)...

...warning You may think you're hallucinating after trying (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is worth paying attention too, even if you're not (subject)...

...most (types of people) never get (product benefit) straight...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like getting a university degree in (subject) in (no.) minutes...

...birth control won't even stop you from impregnating your life with (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) was an accident, but a major discovery...

...(product benefit) won't work without you knowing the ins and outs of (product name)...

...use a (product type) that has already proven to (product benefit)...

...(product name) leaves no stone unturned or you can throw a rock at me...
...(product name) is a real eye opener or you can poke my eyes out...

...(product name) has been a real lifesaver to me...it's really sweet...

...I was borderline threatened not to tell you about (product name, type or benefit), but I'm not listening to them...

...be sure and use (product name, type or benefit) as soon as you learn about it or you'll lose it...

...I've pulled out all the stops for (product name, type or benefit)...

...don't skip (product name, type or benefit) or you'll be embarrassed down the road...

...don't get into trouble, try (product name, type or benefit) immediately...

...the title alone gives you a general idea of what you can expect from (product name, type or benefit)...

...If you don't know what you're doing about (product name, type or benefit), you will soon...

...(product name, type or benefit) could have a serious effect on (subject)...

...you could actually get penalized for skipping out on (product name, type or benefit)...

...(types of people) will love you for not knowing about (product name, type or benefit)...

...there is nothing that can compare to (product name, type or benefit)...

...there is nothing that can compete with (product name, type or benefit)...

...even high priced (product types) don't even contain (product benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) sounds phony but it's perfectly legitimate...

...I thought of (product name, type or benefit) out of thin air...

...(product name, type or benefit) was really discovered unsuspectingly...

...(product name, type or benefit) is almost better than (subject)...

...It's only a matter of time before (types of people) find out about (product name, type or benefit), if they haven't already...

...many (types of people) have given you false advice about (product name, type or benefit) on purpose...
...(types of people) are keeping the real meat and potatoes about (product name, type or benefit) to themselves...

...it's only a matter of time before other (types of people) do it to you...

...think (product name, type or benefit) is all about (subject), think again...

...there are many ways to (product benefit) this but this way has worked the best for me...

...if you can't guess what (product name, type or benefit) is about, how do you know it doesn't work...

...anytime you need a quick (subject), use (product name, type or benefit)... 

...If you ever need to (product benefit), (product name) this is your tool...

...(product name, type or benefit) just hit me in the head the other day...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really a one-of-a-kind work of art...

...if you knew what (product name, type or benefit) was about you'd be on your knees begging for it...

...when (product name, type or benefit) works, you still won't believe it...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you laugh all the way to the (subject)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you a brain fart...

...I've seen (product name, type or benefit) work but some days I’m not sure that I wasn't dreaming it...

...few (types of people) (product benefit) correctly with a full dose of benefits...

...you'll love every second of (product name, type or benefit)...

...I promise (product name, type or benefit) works, cross my heart and stick a needle in my eye...

...don't underestimate the potential of this silly (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is simply, an (type of person) dream...

...a (no.) year old grandma/grandpa with (a health problem) could (product benefit)...

...the first time I learned about (product name, type or benefit) it flew over my head, don't let it happen to you...
...(product name, type or benefit) will unravel an age-old (subject) mystery...
...this isn't a full of $%^& (product type)...
...see what all the fuss is about, try (product name, type or benefit)...
...don't sit on your duff try (product name, type or benefit) and do something about it...
...I bet you'll soak up (product name, type or benefit) like a super, suction sponge...
...(product name, type or benefit) just seems like common sense, what do you think?...
...(product name, type or benefit) could be considered deceptive but it's really not...
...(product name, type or benefit) is really underused but don't abused it...
...(product name, type or benefit) will just be another weapon in your arsenal...
...you won't sleep a wink until you know about (product name, type or benefit)...
...I'm going to tell all about (product name, type or benefit) and leave nothing out...
...I could just keep (product name, type or benefit) to myself, just consider it an early birthday present...
...once you (product benefit) this one it will seem like a religion rather than a (product type)...
...my wife/husband can't believe I'm friggin' telling you about (product name or benefit)...
...you really need to capitalize on (product name, type or benefit) now, before it's too late...
...dollar for dollar, this will be the hottest (product name, type or benefit) you'll try...
...sidenote: many (types of people) will mislead you about (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) is within your strong grasp and tight budget...
...dial this (product name, type or benefit) in and you won't ever put down the phone...
...(product name, type or benefit) will definitely bring home the bacon and pork chops...
...go for it, shovel up (product name, type or benefit) by the truck load, baby...
...psst, I'm just going to whisper about (product name, type or benefit), it's that secret...
...(product name, type or benefit) is waiting on the other side to help you...

...the decision to (product benefit) or (negative situation) is yours...

...I won't be the least bit conservative when I reveal (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like finding clues as a CSI, isn't it...

...you may have to read this one twice to understand (product name, type or benefit) but once you do you'll say: whoooo...

...I'll admit (product name, type or benefit) is a little bizarre but believe it or not...

...(product name or benefit) is a long lost, old school (product type)...

...people think I've finally fallen off my rocker for telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm giving away the farm telling you about (product name, type or benefit), heck, I'll even throw in the dog...

...I think even you will be impressed with (product name, type or benefit)...

...you simply can't do without (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) definitely exceeded my expectations...

...you can add you own unique twist to (product name, type or benefit) anytime you want...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like being able to legally (subject)...

...you won't fall victim to (negative situation) again with (product name, type or benefit)...

...wow, luckily for me I found out about (product name, type or benefit), will you?...

...I really can't think of an alternative way to (product benefit)...

...understand that "one size fits all" does not apply to (product name, type or benefit)...

...most (types of people) will BS you about (product name, type or benefit), I won't...

...you may want to increase your (subject) before you try (product name, type or benefit)...

...you don't need a million dollar budget to (product benefit)...

...don't skimp on this one, it's the difference between (product benefit) and (negative situation)...
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...after trying (product name, type or benefit) you'll say "I finally get it..."

...will you be the prey or predator of (product name, type or benefit), it's your choice...

...just take my advice and try (product name, type or benefit)...

...no, (product name, type or benefit) isn't witchcraft, but it's close...

...no, (product name, type or benefit) isn't voodoo but it's hard to tell the difference...

...I'm going to bare all about (product name, type or benefit) and that's not about stripping...

...wake up call: if you don't want to hear the truth about (product name, type or benefit) then leave now...

...(product name or type) will build massive (product benefit) overnight...

...I use (product name) almost as much as my lungs...

...if possible, I try to incorporate (product name, type or benefit) into almost every (subject) I can...

...would you rather have a one barrel or double-barrel (product type)?...

...forget everything you've ever learned about (product name, type or benefit)...

...this one of the most overlooked (product type or benefit) out there...

...once you have (product name, type or benefit), you'll feel naked with out it...

...(product name, type or benefit) is almost beyond belief, you'll have to see what I mean...

...I'll give you my true philosophy about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you may know about (product name, type or benefit) already, but have you seen it presented in this light?...

...there’s a lot of b.s. about (product name, type or benefit), but you won't smell anything here...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you results like you've never had before...

...(product name, type or benefit) will eliminate your (subject) frustrations...

...(product name, type or benefit) will put you miles ahead of (subject/types of people)...

...trust me you'll love (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) alone is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity...

...(product benefit) will be a cinch, if you qualify...

...(product name, type or benefit) is also used by top colleges in the world...

...(product name, type or benefit) is recommend by almost every (subject/types pf people) in the world...

...I bet you thought (product benefit) was impossible? (not anymore)... 

...you'll see why (product name, type or benefit) is so different from the norm...

...I guarantee you can (product benefit) too...

...all I can say about (product name, type or benefit) is WAHOOOOOO!

...all I can say about (product name, type or benefit) is Yippee!

...oh ya baby, (product name, type or benefit) rocks...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make you rock and roll without all the music and drugs...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really paying off big time for me...

...I still salivate over (product name, type or benefit) even after using it over a year...

...(product name, type or benefit) is usually cleverly hidden in most societies...

...(product name, type or benefit) isn't what you normally see in most (subject)... 

...(product name, type or benefit) alone is worth every penny...

...hardly anyone (product benefit) doing this right now...

...that's all I can say about (product name, type or benefit) right now...

...I'll pick up the tab for (product name, type or benefit)... 

...trust me (product name, type or benefit) is going to be HUGE...

...(product benefit) is just a BONUS, it's not even the main benefit...

...have you heard the gossip about (product name, type or benefit) yet?...
...(product name, type or benefit) makes me almost want to whip out my wallet and pay for my own product...

...(product name, type or benefit) is in high demand...

...I'm going to teach you how to (product benefit) against your will, you'll get over it fast...

...admit it, you really want to find out what (product name, type or benefit) is about...

...If you can (an easy action), you'll love (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is subject to change soon, you better get the original right now...

...break up warning: you may give (product name, type or benefit) more attention than your significant other...

...(product name, type or benefit) allows you to benefit from the hard work of (types of people)...

...you better buy into (product name, type or benefit) or you'll be sunk while other (types of people) sail along...

...I bet you've never heard about (product name, type or benefit), it's closely guarded...

...I wish I could be there when you try (product name, type or benefit) and your mouth hits the floor...

...most (types of people) won't even attempt to try (product name, type or benefit), those that do prosper...

...you'll (product benefit) with (product name) or your money back...

...(product name, type or benefit) is not hype, it's a fact and I'll prove it to you...

...even weeks later, I'm still excited over (product name, type or benefit)...

...I haven't been this excited about any (product type) in the last (no.) days/months/years...

...jump on (product name, type or benefit) before everyone else does...

...any other from of (product name, type or benefit) is just a copycat...

...become a voyeur of (product name, type or benefit) at your own risk...

...take this sudden twist and make (product name, type or benefit) your own...

...do you think I'm joking about (product name, type or benefit)?, think again...
...(product name, type or benefit) alone could make you the (type of person) next door...

...you'll feast on (product name, type or benefit)...

...this is more of a way of life than (product type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is really a lifestyle change for your (subject)...

...(product name, type or benefit) could even help you (an unrelated benefit)...

...you'll only benefit if you use (product name) all the way...

...will you be one of the very few who know about (product name, type or benefit)?...

...(product name, type or benefit) is almost always right beside me...

...(product name, type or benefit) is always in the same room as me...

...I travel almost everywhere with (product name, type or benefit), it's that good...

...I never leave (product name, type or benefit) out of my sight, it's that important...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so good, it's stuck to my fridge...

...I seriously though about getting (product name, type or benefit) tattooed on me...

...I even want to take (product name, type or benefit) to my grave...

...(product name, type or benefit) will help you get the (subject) life you want...

...you'll be able to skip the hard part with (product name, type or benefit)...

...you only get one chance to (product benefit)...

...think about this title: (product name) for a second...

...It's a completely different way of (product benefit)...

...you will be rejuvenated with (product name, type or benefit)...

...you will be re-motivated to (product benefit) with (product name or type)...

...you will be re-inspired with (product name, type or benefit)...

...for the record: (product name, type or benefit) is definitely a winner...
...I have never even remotely encountered anything like (product name, type or benefit)...

...your mind will be firing off like a machine gun after you try (product name, type or benefit)...

...get (product benefit) correct and there's no stopping you...

...Drill (product name or type) in your head and (product benefit)...

...you'll kick yourself for not knowing about (product name, type or benefit) sooner...

...read all about it: (product name, type or benefit) is just plain good news for you...

...you'll see what I mean about (product name, type or benefit) very soon...

...important footnote: (product name, type or benefit) works inside out and out again...

...there is no reason why you couldn't (product benefit) too...

...you'll think I'm nuts for revealing (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...(product name, type or benefit) will rock any (subject)...

...one night, like a lightning bolt, (product name, type or benefit) struck me...

...you can (product benefit) any time you want...

...you won't believe the difference (product name, type or benefit) makes...

...yes, it all sounds crazy now but wait till you use (product name or type)...

...I'm hoping I'm not making a big mistake telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...some (types of people) don't want you joining just because of (product benefit) alone...

...all I've got to say about (product name, type or benefit) is 'what a find'!...

...I'm hoping that I am not making a big mistake by telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm really struggling about sharing (product name, type or benefit) with you, I guess it won't hurt...

...I'm really having a hard time keeping (product name, type or benefit) to myself...

...keep reading about (product name, type or benefit) and see what I mean...
...my mouth is still watering over (product name, type or benefit)...

...I first discussed (product name, type or benefit) with (types of people) and they were leery about me releasing it...

...most (types of people) wouldn't dare let (product name, type or benefit) become known...

...we all agreed not to release (product name, type or benefit) to the public, I guess I lied...

...well after thinking about it long and hard, I've decided to reveal (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm spilling the beans about (product name, type or benefit) and I don't care what others think...

...I'm going to piss a few people off by telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll have success with (product name, type or benefit) but only if you qualify...

...(product name, type or benefit) isn't for sale at any price that's why I'm including it for free...

...this isn't for sale at any price but I'll let my customers see (product name, type or benefit)...

...the (product benefit) are endless with (product name or type)...

...I'm going to be blunt about (product name, type or benefit) so prepare yourself...

...I'm going to tell it to you like it is, don't take (product name, type or benefit) personally though...

...there's one last catch with (product name, type or benefit), I'll tell you inside about it...

...(product name, type or benefit) has a slight learning curve to get over, about 5 minutes work...

...it's physically and mentally impossible to lose with (product name, type or benefit)...

...no other (type of business) can give you (product name, type or benefit), no one!...

...warning: you are about to participate in a mind experiment with (product name, type or benefit)...

...I don't nickel and dime about (product name, type or benefit) at all...

...talk about playing quarters, take a shot of (product name, type or benefit)...

...I whispered about (product name, type or benefit) into my friends ear and it freaked him out...

...(product name, type or benefit) took me (no.) yours to perfect...
...I learned about (product name, type or benefit) over a secret meeting...
...without (product name, type or benefit) you'll be walking in the dark...
...(product name, type or benefit) is more addicting than cocaine...
...(product name, type or benefit) is more addictive than scratch off lottery tickets...
...(product name, type or benefit) is more addicting than the slot machines...
...(product name, type or benefit) is a major, major find, believe me...
...don't procrastinate, one shot may be all you get with (product name, type or benefit)...
...don't hesitate, one turn may be all you get with (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) is so good an alcoholic would spend his last beer money on it...
...(product name, type or benefit) is so good a smoker would spend money on it instead of the last pack of cigarettes on earth...
...I don't want to burst your bubble, but there's a little work to do with (product name, type or benefit)...
...I'll back you up on (product name, type or benefit)...
...If you snooze, you lose on (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) is like having a safety net for (subject)...
...please send me your testimonial after you try (product name, type or benefit)...
...it's time to step up to the plate and hit a home run with (product name, type or benefit)...
...it's time to take action in your life, try (product name, type or benefit)...
...it's time to step up and try (product name, type or benefit)...
...you can't succeed if you don't get started with (product name, type or benefit)...
...if you're looking for a competitive, unfair edge (product name, type or benefit) is it...
...no one will ever explain (product name, type or benefit) to you like I will...
...(product name, type or benefit) is not just for big corporations...
...I bet you'll jump through fire to get (product name, type or benefit)...

...you would walk through broken glass to get (product name, type or benefit), if you know what it was about...

...(product name, type or benefit) is a fact you need to know to survive...

...(product name, type or benefit) can be easily customized...

...you'll have a back stage pass to (product name, type or benefit)...

...you'll have access to (product name, type or benefit) back stage (inside)...

...no stone will be left unturned about (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is without fluff or hype...

...I'm not going to hype (product name, type or benefit) up, it's that important...

...(product name, type or benefit) is crazy but true...

...I'll show you (product name, type or benefit) in a few moments...

...I haven't even told my wife/husband about (product name, type or benefit) yet...

...there are more (types of people) (product benefit) than you realize...

...(product name, type or benefit) is the difference between fortune and famine...

...you will know about (product name, type or benefit) before most (types of people)...

...I discovered (product name, type or benefit) by accident, it's been a blessing...

...the retail value of (product name, type or benefit) should be ($)...

...I can't believe I'm revealing (product name, type or benefit) to you...

...(product name, type or benefit) is one of the best things I ever did for my (subject)...

...you need to devour (product name, type or benefit) to succeed...

...opps, I really didn't want to include (product name, type or benefit), my loss is your gain...

...I'll give (product name, type or benefit) to (types of people) first, if you don't act now...

...(product name, type or benefit) is time sensitive and beyond priceless...
...you'll be able to win the war with this secret (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) will fall into your lap quicker than a lap dancer...
...(product name, type or benefit) is like having the power of the universe in your hands...
...(product name, type or benefit) like having better super powers than the cartoons...
...you'll see how (product name, type or benefit) exactly works on the other side...
...overlook (product name, type or benefit) and (types of people) will overlook you...
...only use (product name, type or benefit) when you're absolutely desperate...
...(product name, type or benefit) will smack you in the head like a ton of bricks...
...Mr (letter), uses (product name, type or benefit) to his advantage all the time...
...you're in for a treat when you see (product name, type or benefit)...
...knowing (product name, type or benefit) can save you a ton of headaches...
...(product name, type or benefit) will take you from minor league to the big leagues...
...I won't reveal (product name, type or benefit) anywhere else but here...
...(product name, type or benefit) could leave you feeling dirty and violated but you'll see its power...
...no one else will teach you about (product name, type or benefit)...
...many (types of people) wish I would have forgotten to tell you about (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) will be way beyond your wildest dreams...
...before knowing (product name, type or benefit) will be like the calm before the storm
...don't let (product name, type or benefit) scare you off, fully absorb it...
...you really need to know how far to go with (product name, type or benefit)...
...(product name, type or benefit) is a slightly different version than another (types of people) uses but the benefits are bigger...
...(product name, type or benefit) is like putty in your hands, shape it how you want...

...be prepared: you'll have to agree to our NDA before you read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...watch out: it is only a matter of time before your competition learns about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'll have to be honest, the first version of (product name, type or benefit) is phenomenal but this one is even better...

...I'm surrendering my rein to (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is arguably the most critical of all...

...you never would have thought of (product name, type or benefit) on your own...

...you'd better believe (types of people) know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you can start benefiting from (product name, type or benefit) today...

...only authorized customers will be permitted to see (product name, type or benefit)...

...most people think they know how to (product benefit) right; they're dead wrong...

...you'll definitely agree with me about (product name, type or benefit)...

...the sooner you learn (product name, type or benefit), the better (product benefit) you'll be...

...own (product name) today and you could end up (product benefit) tomorrow...

...I just have (no.) words for you: (product name, type or benefit)...

...all indications are that (product name, type or benefit) will rock and roll...

...don't be surprised if you come back and (product name, type or benefit) isn't here anymore...

...don't buy (product name, type or benefit) if you'll feel guilty when (types of people)...

...I've bought tons of (product type) through the years but nothing comes close to (product name or benefit)...

...whoops: you were never supposed to see (product name, type or benefit)...

...I may piss off a few (types of people) by telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...
...by releasing this (product name, type or benefit) I might get black-listed from (subject) with (types of people)...

...you're not going to believe what I have coming next... Hint: (product name, type or benefit)...

...pssst, keep this (product name, type or benefit) just between me and you, ok?...

...(product name, type or benefit) has never failed since the start of (subject)...

...I truly believe you will find (product name, type or benefit) helpful...

...I haven't been this excited about a new (product type or benefit) in (no.) years...

...(product name, type or benefit) will give you more time with your family and loved ones...

...(product name, type or benefit) will work beyond your wildest dreams...

...(product name, type or benefit) will allow you to live a stress free lifestyle...

...when (product name, type or benefit) makes this much sense you know it's huge...

...don't envy me for knowing about (product name, type or benefit), join me...

...(product name, type or benefit) like having your very own (subject)...

...don't buy (product name, type or benefit) if you want to (negative situation)...

...I refer back to (product name, type or benefit) again and again...

...I've used (product name, type or benefit) countless times, it's that awesome...

...I'd bet you my last nickel (product name, type or benefit) will work...

...I'd rather have bamboo driven under my fingernails than be without (product name, type or benefit)...

...you're cheating yourself out of (product benefit) by not trying (product name)...

...would you do me a small favor, at least try (product name, type or benefit)...

...when I look back now, (product name, type or benefit) seems like a dream come true...

...people have been begging me to reveal (product name, type or benefit) for years...

...either you will learn about (product name, type or benefit) or someone else will, I don't care...
...no one will ever be able to take this (product name, type or benefit) away from you...

...(a famous expert) would have been amazed by (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is to (subject) as ice cream is to milk shake...

...caution: I'm not responsible for any positive side effects you may experience from (product name, type or benefit)...

...I could divide up and sell (product name or type) individually for a lot more money...

...you won't be able to stop thinking about (product name, type or benefit) no matter how hard you try...

...I've kept (product name, type or benefit) to myself for a long time...

...I've finally decided to get (product name, type or benefit) off my chest...

...when you know (product name, type or benefit) it's as easy as 1+1...

...(product name) + you = (product benefit)

...(product name, type or benefit) may be a little off the wall...

...(product name, type or benefit) may make you laugh but don't chuckle too much, it works...

...you'll give (product name, type or benefit) a standing ovation...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your heart thump...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your throat lump up...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your knees knock...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your legs shake...

...(product name, type or benefit) will make your voice crack...

...if you think you know everything about (product name, type or benefit), you're about to be shocked...

...if you could get/afford (product name, type or benefit) today, would you?...

...if you could get a guarantee to win (product name, type or benefit), would you?...

...as you read on, really think about (product name, type or benefit)...
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...if (product name, type or benefit) was stock you'd buy (no.) shares...

...if you are thinking (product name, type or benefit) can't be real, you're wrong...

...I'm going to require all my (types of people) to try (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is better than than (subject)...

...find out why not trying (product name, type or benefit) isn't optional...

...don't be fooled by other (product type or benefit) imitations...

...(product name, type or benefit) is like finding a bag of money on the street, grab it...

...mark my words - those who ignore (product type or benefit) will (negative situation) by 2009...

...one good (product type) = (product benefit)...

...(product type or benefit) is like owning a treasure map...

...(product type or benefit) is the first and only of its kind...

...(product type or benefit) will make you repeatedly see (product benefit)...

...the worst thing you can do is not learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...use (product name or type) anytime you need an emergency (product benefit)...

...use (product name or type) anytime you need (product benefit) in a hurry...

...(product name or type) like getting the key to the vault of (product benefit)...

...you could (product benefit) this one for the just cost of a (subject)...

...(product name or type) is what you've been hearing about for the last few weeks...

...you won't find (product benefit/feature) anywhere else unless someone swipes it from my product...

...you'll love digging deep into (product name or type)...

...(product name, type or benefit) will stop your eyes dead in their tracks...

...(product name, type or benefit) so good it should be a crime...
...you need some serious help if you skip out on (product name, type or benefit)...

tomorrow, many (types of people) will be talking about (product name, type or benefit)...

(product name, type or benefit) will give you a million dollar (subject) education in (no.) minutes...

(types of people) have been lying out their asses about (product benefit) for years, I'll prove it to you...

I'm only sharing (product name, type or benefit) with a very select group of people, only you...

I'll tell you the real story behind (product name, type or benefit), but not in public...

remove all your distractions and try (product name, type or benefit) now...

don't use (product name, type or benefit) if you can't handle losing a few friends...

I'll cut through the B.S. and give you the works on (product name, type or benefit)...

you may or may not believe in (product name, type or benefit), but what if I'm right?...

your solution is (product name, type or benefit), are you really going turn your back on it now?...

when you study (product name, type or benefit) you may want to pull out a pencil and notepad...

when you read (product name, type or benefit) you may want to take notes...

be sure to read about (product name, type or benefit) to the very end, it will be well worth it...

see for yourself what all the buzz is all about (product name, type or benefit)...

(product benefit) happened to me so it can easily happen to you...

I should make you fill out an application to qualify for (product name, type or benefit)...

this just may be the greatest (product type) since (subject)...

if you skip out on (product name, type or benefit) you can never be my customer again...

one of the biggest mistakes I ever made was not trying (product name, type or benefit) sooner...

don't assume you know what (product name, type or benefit) is about...

warning: (product name, type or benefit) may cause you to smile...
...what you are about to witness will only happen once in history, so try (product name, type or benefit)...

...I challenge you to find any another (product type) this powerful...

...you probably aren't going to want to hear this, so don't buy (product name, type or benefit)...

...I encourage you to inspect (product name, type or benefit) carefully before you decide to stay a lifetime customer...

...you can't complain later about the fact that you didn't know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...if you don't like (product name, type or benefit), then don’t ever trust me again...

...if (product name, type or benefit) fails, then don’t ever buy a product from me again...

...I can just imagine what a consultant would charge you for (product benefit)...

...I'm so sick of my competition whining about me using (product name, type or benefit)...

...warning: the (subject) area is about to be turned upside down with (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm thinking about removing (product name, type or benefit) soon, so most of my competition doesn't see it...

...I've been keeping (product name, type or benefit) to myself for a long time, until now...

...I wasn't going to tell you about (product name, type or benefit) but now I'm going to throw in the kitchen sink...

...health warning: (product name, type or benefit) is highly addictive, please, consult a doctor first...

...don't blink, this may be the last day I offer access to (product name, type or benefit)...

...try (product name, type or benefit), you only live once...

...get (product name, type or benefit) early before everyone else finds out about it...

...think you've heard all about (product name, type or benefit) before, stop, you're dead wrong...

...(product name, type or benefit) may be the secret loophole that you've be searching for...

...I'll sum (product name, type or benefit) up in only one word: amazing!...
...take caution: just reading about (product name, type or benefit) could give you a heart attack...

...it's the best (product type or benefit) since (subject/a post product)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is the world's first replacement for (subject)...

...stop being afraid and live the kind of life you deserve, try (product name, type or benefit)...

...if you are skeptical about (product name, type or benefit) then leave now, I don't have time for you...

...after seeing (product name, type or benefit) you will be thinking, why didn't I think of that?...

...this may be the last (product type or benefit) you'll ever need...

...(product name, type or benefit) is sacred enough to be written in blood...

...once in a blue moon a (product type or benefit) comes along and shocks the world...

...(product name, type or benefit) is so sexy if it was a physical product I'd have to discreetly ship it...

...if (product name, type or benefit) was medicine, doctors would be required to write you a prescription for it, it's that powerful...

...(product name, type or benefit) will be a pleasant surprise...

...if I put (product name, type or benefit) up for auction it would get bid-on like crazy...

...words can't begin to describe what (product name, type or benefit) has done for me...

...I highly recommend you stop what you are doing and see about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I rarely endorse (product type or benefit) but this is groundbreaking stuff...

...my biggest complaint about (product name, type or benefit) is that it wasn't available sooner...

...my only problem with (product name, type or benefit) is it's priced too low...

...I feel sorry for people who don't know about (product name, type or benefit)...

...I pity (types of people) who won't take just (no.) minutes to learn about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you've thought you've seen it all, until you see (product name, type or benefit)...
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...I bet (product name, type or benefit) is just what you were looking for...

...all I can say about (product name, type or benefit) is wow...

...there's not a (product type or benefit) anywhere that can match this one...

...while typing about (product name, type or benefit) it literally set chills up my spine...

...all I can say about (product name, type or benefit) is “Ahhhhhh!”

...(product name, type or benefit) has a few minor flaws but the rewards are excellent...

...you'll be getting more from (product name, type or benefit), than I ever will...

...if you only knew, you would swim through a pools of sharks to get (product name, type or benefit)...

...(product name, type or benefit) is very special, I'll tell you more in the member's area...

...hint: (product name, type or benefit) is about (no.) words...

...mentally ask yourself, can I afford not to know about (product name, type or benefit)?...

...mentally repeat to yourself 3 times, I need (product name, type or benefit) to succeed...

...close your eyes and try to picture what (product name, type or benefit) is about...

...make sure no (type of person) is looking over your shoulder while reading about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you better pray that your competition doesn't see (product name, type or benefit) first...

...you may need an oxygen mask after you read about (product name, type or benefit)...

...learning about (product name, type or benefit) feels like your favorite touch...

...reading about (product name, type or benefit) smells like your favorite scent

...mastering about (product name, type or benefit) tastes like your favorite food...

...knowing about (product name, type or benefit) sounds like your favorite sound...

...understanding about (product name, type or benefit) looks like your favorite image...

...(product name, type or benefit) be the last thing you think about tonight before falling asleep...
...every time you see the word "(the word)" you will think about (product name, type or benefit)...

...every time you see the word "(the word)" you will feel totally excited about (product name, type or benefit)...

...being skeptical about (product name, type or benefit) is a painful life...

...hesitating about (product name, type or benefit) is definitely a failure...

...procrastinating about (product name, type or benefit) is for losers...

...being a cheapskate about (product name, type or benefit) is being scared...

...I promise, you'll believe in (product name) when you (product benefit)...

...as you read this ad, you feel compelled to own (product name, type or benefit)...

...hint: what pops in your head when you think of (product name)?...

...a clue: what do your picture when you see (product type or benefit)?...

...(product type or benefit) is controversial but important to understand...

...you are a smart person for learning about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you love your family, right?..can you try (product name or benefit) out for me?...

...you want to be financially secure, right?..can you give (product name, type or benefit) a chance?

...do you remember the first time you had sex?...(product name, type or benefit) is way better...

...please, do me a small favor, use (product name) and finally enjoy life...

...could you take (no.) minutes to learn about (product name, type or benefit)?...if not, how about (no.) minutes?...

...what will be the first thing your buy after trying out (product name, type or benefit)? (car, house, boat, etc)...

...what will be the first bill you pay off after using (product name, type or benefit)? (credit card, mortgage, car payment)...

...you're always interested in having an unfair advantage, aren't you? Get (product name, type or benefit)...

...you're always interested in (product benefit), aren't you?...
...(product name) is like learning to ride a tri-cycle...

...I guarantee (product name, type or benefit) will give your story a happy ending...

...I hear your spouse saying "now, you can (product benefit)"

...I hear your computer saying "you can finally (product benefit)"

...you should be }:[ angry, that no one has told you about (product name, type or benefit) yet... I will...

...I was confused :-S at first but (product name, type or benefit) finally sunk in...

...(product name, type or benefit) may (o_o) shock you...

...don't be scared =:-O to try something new like (product name, type or benefit)...

...I was skeptical =;-/ about (product name, type or benefit) at first too, but I was wrong...

...don't worry /:-( (product name, type or benefit) is not immoral or illegal...

...one (type of person) yelled :O at me for telling you about (product name, type or benefit)...

...you have no idea what you're getting yourself into with (product name, type or benefit)...

...do you want to feel on top of the world again?...then try (product name, type or benefit)...

...little by little you begin to see the potential of (product name, type or benefit)...

...I can almost hear you saying, I really need to see what (product name, type or benefit) is all about...

...just suppose (product name, type or benefit) was your door to (subject) freedom...

...ask yourself this, it wouldn't hurt to try (product name, type or benefit) just once, would it?...

...I know you're wondering how much is (product name, type or benefit) going to cost?...not as much as I should have charged...

...go forward in time when you are e-mailing me your success story about (product name, type or benefit)...

...word by word you begin to feel a sense of excitement about (product name, type or benefit)...
...your feeling of frustration is slowly vanishing the closer you come to learning about (product name, type or benefit)...

...right now, I'm wondering if you will make the extra effort to improve your life with (product name, type or benefit)...

...I don't know if you are smart enough to invest in (product name, type or benefit) for a brighter future...

...stop and realize that you have never, ever seen a (product type) like this before...

...red light: ask me about (product name, type or benefit) and see what this one is all about...

...blood, girls, food: you'll find out about (product name, type or benefit) sooner or later, anyway...

...clearly, (product name, type or benefit) is too valuable to waste it...

...you can't leave here empty handed, can you? Not without (product name, type or benefit)...

...I'm sure you will agree with me that (product name, type or benefit) is unbelievable...

...if this (product benefit) alone hasn't persuade you to buy then read the next line...

...I'll tell you something even more important than (product benefit) after you buy (product name)...

...don't worry, you'll learn about (product name, type or benefit) in a few minutes...

...I know you're curious about (product name, type or benefit), but are you ready for it...

...hint: (product name's) biggest benefit rhymes with the word (the word)...

...clue: (product name's) biggest benefit starts with the letter (the letter) and ends in the letter (the letter)...

...finish this sentence: the reason I need (product name, type or benefit) is_______...

...(product name) will help you _____ _____ _____, I bet you'll never guess what words are missing...

...I dare you to guess how (product name) will improve your life...

...(product name) will help you ____ . Don't try to guess, I guarantee you'll never get it right...

...fill in the blank: I need to try (product name, type or benefit) because_______...
The Conclusion:

As you may know, copywriting can be a tedious and time consuming task for a beginner or even expert copywriter. That's why I created these copywriting one-liners to save you time and ease the frustration of writing a really persuasive ad copy.

Even if you thought that you could never write or improve an advertisement, I bet after seeing this ebook you are now saying Yes, I can! Why hire an expensive copywriter or buy a high-priced copywriting course/software when you'll have all the tools you need right at your finger tips?

Don't limit yourself by refusing to learn more about copywriting or purchasing other related products. The more you understand about copywriting, practice it and put these copywriting one-liners into action, the more you will be able to profit. You won't really be able to gain any benefits from these copywriting one-liners if you don't use them.

You can't predict when having all these copywriting one-liners at your side will come in handy. The day will come when one or more of these copywriting one-liners will have a beneficial impact on your personal and business life.

The End
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